Y2600  A YANK IN INDO-CHINA  (USA, 1952)
(Other titles: Battaglia in Indocina; Hidden secret)

Credits: director, Wallace A. Grissell; writer, Samuel Newman.
Cast: John Archer, Douglas Dick, Jean Willes, Maura Murphy, Harold Fong.
Summary: War/adventure film set in contemporary Indochina. Mulvaney (Archer) and Clint Marshall (Dick) are a pair of American pilots who operate an air freight service. After defying a gang of Red Chinese guerrillas by blowing up their planeload of supplies, the pair and two women attempt to escape thru the jungle to safety. They are captured and escape again and Maura Murphy's character gives birth along the way. The film ends as United Nations forces intervene and destroy the guerrilla’s headquarters.
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